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                    Massages

                        Spa enthusiasts enjoy a variety of massage services at day spas and on spa vacations. 
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                        Facial Treatments

                        Our facial treatments, using Biodroga helps to transform your spa experience into an unforgettable sensorial experience.
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                        Body Treatments

                        Scrub it off, wrap it up or rub it in. These rich body treatments have been specially created with some of our very own Breeze Spa magic!
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                        Signature packages

                        Reflecting the history and culture of each Breeze Spa location, we provide a variety of signature packages for you to relax and revitalise. 
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                        Spa Packages

                        We've designed a variety of ways you can enjoy the best of Breeze Spa condensed into handy 2-hour or more leisurely 3-hour combinations.
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                        Looking for the perfect gift? 

                        Relax and unwind with our spa voucher.
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    BOOK BREEZE SPA ONLINE

    		It's easier than ever to schedule an appointment at our Breeze Spa. You can now make an online reservation for any of your favorite Breeze spa services. We will contact you based on availability to confirm your appointment.
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